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From The President

Russ Kramer

Yesterday afternoon we wrapped up the fourday Annual Weekend here in Mystic and bid
farewell to 83 members and guests in attendance.
And what a success! Despite having to keep our
umbrellas near, the uncooperative weather failed
to dampen anyone’s spirit, and Mystic Country
availed her charms to all. The busy weekend was
full of marine and art themed events, museums,
lectures and entertainment, including a magical painting demo by
Fellow Don Demers, who shared his extraordinary talents and insights
into making art, not pictures. Another highlight was the opportunity for
everyone to show off their work in the Member’s Slideshow, and speak
about their own inspirations and approaches. The next day, guest Speaker
Joe Newman took us back to the early 1900s to paint alongside the great
Old Lyme Colony masters. These activities reveal one of the great benefits
of ASMA membership – a spirit of community through mutual interest that
encourages all of us to share our knowledge and experiences, learn from
eachother, and raise all our games. Look for a complete report in the next
issue of the Journal, and when it’s time to sign up for the 2013 Annual
Weekend don’t waste a minute – we want you with us in San Diego,
California.
* * *
It’s not all fun and games at the Annual Weekend - it’s also an
opportunity for the Fellows and Board of Directors to meet, assess our
progress as a Society, and set goals for the future. The Annual General
Meeting (held this year in the auditorium of the fascinating US Subforce
Museum in Groton), was a chance for the officers of ASMA to report to the
membership on financial, operational and membership issues. More detail
on that will be published in the Journal as well, but the short version is we
are strong financially, growing in our numbers and prestige, and have clear
sailing and following seas ahead.
One issue that came up in our joint Board and Fellows meeting raises
an opportunity for clarification. A non-Fellow Board Member shared an
anecdote with the Fellows gathered, all of whom, along with the rest of
the Fellowship, jury the annual Portfolio Review and last year selected
the works for our 15th National Exhibition. The Board Member’s friend
applied this year for Signature Membership, and was very dissapointed
not to be selected, even though the artist had a strong piece in the 15th
National and has been a consistent exhibitor in Regional shows. How is
that possible?
The answer is simple, but important – there are two different criteria
when judging for a show and assessing an artist’s portfolio. For exhibitions,
the Fellows look for the strongest individual works (for example, only 18%
of entries were selected for the 15th National) but for portfolio review, the
judges assess all the artist’s collective works sumbitted, as a whole. They
are looking for a consistency of excellence, rather than a few compelling
pieces, and it’s always the weaker works within the portfolio that stand out.
Only five Signature Members were elected in 2012 from 52 submissions.
The standards for Signature Membership are high, artists are motivated to
learn and improve, and the Society and artist benefit together as a result.
Mystic, CT
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A Word About
The American Society of
Marine Artists
The American Society of Marine Artists
is a non-profit organization whose
purpose is to recognize and promote
marine art and maritime history. We
seek to encourage cooperation among
artists, historians, marine enthusiasts and
others engaged in activities relating to
marine art and maritime history. Since its
founding in 1978, the Society has brought
together some of America’s most talented
contemporary artists in the marine art field.
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Assorted Scuttlebutt
Robert Semler

robert@rcsemlerart.com

Greetings to all! I'm pretty sure we
just celebrated the holidays but here
they are upon us again. Fall is in the
air, at least for most. Here in Florida
the temperature drops from 95 to 85 (if
we're lucky). That's our Fall. Which also
signals the beginning of our best planting season. Go figure.
Unfortunately, Phyllis and I could not make the trip to Mystic
this year for the AGM. We don't miss many, but circumstances
did not permit a trip this time around. I have spoken to a couple
of folks who did attend and I understand with the exception of
some wind and rain, it was a great time. Of course, how can one
not have a great time in Mystic? We always consider the AGM
like a big family reunion, renewing acqaintences with old friends
and meeting new members attending for the first time. It was a
double whammy this year since we were also invited to a 50th
reunion of the Coast Guard Academy Class of 1962. They made
me an honorary member after painting the USCGC EAGLE
mural for their Historic Murals Project and it would have been
nice to attend that, also.
Since the deadline for this issue fell during the AGM time
period, I've decided to do my usual photo spread and articles
in the Winter issue, rather than try and hurry things along and
make more errors than I seem to do anyway. How can two people
proofread a magazine and still find that the computer gremlins
had made mistakes after the fact (see the end of this column for
my solution). Plus, it would have been near impossible to obtain
photos from members either staying in Mystic or traveling. Have
you ever tried to send photos from a hotel? It is sometimes not
the easiest thing to do even with plain text messages.
Don't forget to go back and pull out that member talent and
volunteer questionnaire that was inserted with the Summer
ASMA News and Journal. Out of almost 550, Peter has only
received 9 replies so far. A very poor percentage of returns. Hey,
some of us "old salts" (and I can now say for a fact, OLD), are
getting tired. Plus the Society, as it continues to grow and enter
the new technological era, needs young blood. Interestingly,
Fellow Lisa Egeli touches on that exact technological subject in
the Fellows Corner this issue.
We have the conclusion of Jim Flood's epic adventure painting
aboard the MS Balmoral during the Titanic Anniversary cruise.
Here's the good part, when he actually starts painting!
Well represented this time are our plein air West Coast artists,
from an outing at Coos Bay, OR, during the Coos art event, to
merry ole' England, where a group of ASMA artists painted in
some of the most gorgeous settings.
Continued on Page 19
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Membership
Information
New Members
Kate Cutler
New Jersey
Kathleen Dunphy
California
Dorothy Hyde
Connecticut

Robert Little
Maryland

Jacqueline White
Connecticut

Mary Ann Rousseau
Massachusetts

*****

Polly Seip
Connecticut
John Ursillo
Washington

Deceased
Lester J Stone
Robert Averill

Member Questionnaire

A member questionnaire was inserted with the
Summer issue of the ASMA News and Journal
requesting information regarding your talents, expertise
and ability to volunteer within our Society. A few who
have done most of the work are looking to retirement
shortly and new talent and help are always needed.
So far, it looks as though out of over 550 mailed, Peter
Maytham has only received about 9 responses. May we
ask you to again look at the form, fill it out, send it back
and help us out if you are able.

Opening September 4
Museum of the Southwest, Midland, TX
September 4, 2012 - December 7, 2012
www.museumsw.org
ASMA

15th
National
Exhibition

2011-2013

Opening December 20
The Haggin Museum, Stockton, CA
December 20, 2012 - March 3, 2013
www.hagginmuseum.org

Christine’s Log Book
Christine Diehlmann
diehlmannseaart@comcast.net

Captain Lester Jay Stone, Aviation
Naval Officer, World War II hero,
artist extraordinaire and fabulous
human being died this July, two days
before his 101st birthday. Billy and
I were able to attend his funeral at
the Naval Academy in Annapolis, MD with his daughters
Marge Calyer, Judy Stone and Susan Stone and all Lester’s
grandchildren and great grandchildren and close friends.
It was a beautiful day on campus with the sun shining on
the water close to Lester’s final resting place. The Navy
acknowledged Lester’s considerable service to our country
with a rifle salute and bugle playing “Taps”. The folding of
the flag and presentation to the girls was impressive. No less
a tribute was the reception afterwards in the Naval Academy
Alumni House. The elegant historic reception rooms were
hung with many of their permanent collection of Lester Jay
Stone paintings as well as several watercolors still there from
his recent exhibition.
Lester was quite a man. He did so much, so well, that I
was overwhelmed by the task of telling you about him. Many
of you know the artist for both his marine paintings and
portraits. I remember the tale about the time he was out with
Mike Killelea and ASMA artists plein air painting in a dock
side area. The other artists saw him painting away earnestly
and eventually came over for a peek only to find that he was
painting a nude from memory! Lester was generous with his
talent and held painting instruction lessons regularly until
at least his 98th birthday. Some ASMA artists learned a thing
or two from him. I loved to have him critique my paintings!
Don Norris lived the closest to Lester and spent many fine
hours with him. Billy and I always looked forward to having
our traditional dinner with Lester and his girls at AGMs.
Lester, the Naval officer, was on Pearl Harbor when we
were attacked and went over to Battleship Row when the
Japanese airplanes started dropping their bombs. Recovering
from an injury during the war, he flew live ammunition
target planes. Lester was a pioneer in our fledging missile
program and was a member of the Pelican Project. He served
in the Navy during Korea and Vietnam. All this of course,
doesn’t tell you about the man himself. Lester was probably
the most truly humble man I have ever known. He was such
good company! He was a master of understatement, a quiet
man with a twinkle in his eye the only clue that what he was
about to say was the humorous understatement of all time.
So, as you can imagine, I just didn’t know how I could
Continued on Page 22

News From The

Foc’s’le

Signature Member Tom
Nielsen opened "The Art of
Tom Nielsen" at the Roush
Gallery, Carrollton Cultural
Arts Center, Carrollton,
GA on September 7. The
exhibition will run through
October 31, 2012. The
show features Tom's latest
seascapes and will also
feature a selection of landscapes, portraits and patiotic art.

    Signature Member Bill Davidson's painting won the
Cultural Arts Council of Estes Park Board of Directors Gold
Award at the Plein Air Rockies Festival of Outdoor Painting,
Estes Park, CO on August
25, 2012. His oil painting
"Alberta Falls" was selected
as the poster competition
winner and was used for the
wine label. He was also told
that the judges said he had
the best body of work at the
show!
On Memorial Day, Signature member Robert Steele was on
hand to paint the USS Iowa. He painted her as she began her
tow from Richmond, CA, to Los Angeles where she'll become
a display.
We're all sorry that she
did not find a permanent
home in Northern California
instead but it was not to be.
She had been in the nearby
Mothball Fleet since 2001. She
was painted and partially redecked at Richmond.
Signature Member Mike Killelea has been included in the
company of 215 other living and deceased Western New York
artists, in a museum data base at the Burchfield Penney Art
Center. The PBAC is one of two major museums in the Buffalo,
NY area, and one of Killelea's watercolors was chosen from 670
works in an exhibit there called "The Artists Among Us, II".
He's also now listed on the PBAC web page under "Featured
Western New York Artists". A magazine reviewer commenting
Continued on Page 18
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All Things

ASMA
The ASMA

WAR OF 1812
Project
Call for 1812 Artwork
America has begun to celebrate 200 years of cooperation
born in blood and gunpowder. It was a tough birth and much
of the process has been detailed in the web video ASMA is
producing with the Navy that features the artwork of museums
and ASMA members. It's quite a story about an obscure war
that gave the US and Canada a good deal of the personal sense
of identity and purpose that has helped us become what we
are today.
That web construction has been so successful, in part

From the Art Museum
of Southeast Texas

because of the organization skills
of Charlie Robinson, but also
because of the generous response
from members in offering the use
of their art.
However there are additional
opportunities to display members
art featuring the War of 1812.
During the three year course of
the 1812 bicentennial, there will
be an exhibition of members
work on the subject in at least two
museums, although ASMA is also
in discussions with additional venues. The Buffalo and Erie
County Historical Society and the Lake Champlain Maritime
Museum have requested specific times in 2013 to host this
exhibition. Half of all the war casualties were suffered on the
Niagara Frontier, and so their interest is more than casual.
If you currently have, or are working on art on the subject
of the War of 1812, please contact Mike Killelea with details
art@killeleart.com. This is clearly a specialized subject and any
time your work spends in a museum would certainly add to
its value.

ASMA

15th
National
Exhibition

2011-2013

The Museum of the Southwest,
in Midland, Texas, opened the
ASMA 15th National Exhibition
on September 4, 2012. and will
run through December 7, 2012.
The exhibition will then
travel to the Haggin Museum
in Stockton, California and will
open on December 20, 2012. and
run through March 3, 2013.

NOW SHOWING

Museum of the Southwest, Midland, Texas
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Notes From
Brush Hill

by Charles Raskob Robinson
Brush Hill Studios, Washington, CT

This column began eighteen years
ago. For most of that time it has focused
on what Society members have to teach
us by their life example, professional
techniques and approaches to art.
This approach evolved from the early
years when particular facets of art –
light, atmosphere, values, etc. – were
examined through the eyes of different
ASMA artists. It was in this manner that
we first met Richard Loud a dozen years
ago when the topic was atmosphere.
And it was there that we heard about the
amusing exchange between him and his
old friend, Emeritus Fellow John Stobart.
To quote the article directly:
“Stobart was in Florida some years
back and found a Loud painting in the
secondary market in a gallery there. He
called Richard to report that he thought
the work was not representative of
what he (Loud) could do. Well, Richard
explained that this was an old work
and was clearly on the market through
an estate sale. But Stobart said, ‘You
know, Richard, you are only as good as
your last painting and the market does
not know this is an earlier work.’ Asked
what to do about the quandary, Stobart
replies without hesitation, ‘Why Richard,
buy it, of course! Then you can fix it or
destroy it!’ Richard thought about this for
a second and said with a sigh, ‘Not only
would you never have to buy back one of
your works to correct or destroy it, John,
but also unlike you, few other artists are
in a position to do so even if they wanted
to!’”

"Swordfishing Off Nantucket - Oil on Linen - 26"x 42"

In this issue, we revisit Richard and
catch up on significant developments
in his professional life, not the least of
which just occurred this spring when he
was elected Fellow of the Society. We
then will turn to Luke Steadman, a young
Signature Member who is one of the
growing number of artists interested in the
Renaissance of the Academic Tradition
with all of its discipline, required skills and
keen sense of observation. Appropriately,
we just met another young artist of this
school in the last issue, Edward Minoff,
who, like Luke, has studied under some
of the leaders of this movement both in
the United States and abroad.
RICHARD KENDALL LOUD, FELLOW,
QUINCY, MA
WEB SITE: MARITIMEARTSTUDIO.COM

“The real guts of Richard Loud’s work
lies in an intuitive understanding of how
ships relate to their element, how the
wind hums in their rigging and the water
dances around their hulls.”		
Fellow Emeritus John Stobart

Richard Loud, posing for "Swordfishing Off Natucket"

CULTIVATION OF THE
“INTUITIVE UNDERSTANDING”
Richard
Loud’s
intuitive
understanding of ships and the sea didn’t
just happen. It was cultivated over the
many decades since he was born to Evelyn
and Frank Loud in Boston on February 16,
1945. He and his older brother, Frank,
grew up with the family along the Adams
Shore section of Quincy in Massachusetts

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Notes From Brush Hill
and his father, who Richard describes as
a “discouraged painter,” expressed his
creativity in a career of designing and
building boats and yachts - a love that
clearly rubbed off on Richard during the
summers when he worked with his father.
The boys took to the water at an early
age. Richard recalls, “My first long sailing
trip with my parents was when I was only
five. And I have fed the addiction steadily

"BOATING PARTY" • 16" x 25" • Oil on Linen

over the years to the point where ‘I have
to get my fix’ by going to sea during the
May - October sailing season. Whereas
it was adventure, the open sea and to be
free as the wind that lured me as a young
man, as I developed as a marine artist,
it was the need to get out to observe,
to study, to watch how the water and
the elements work on each other. What
I experience out there goes into my
memory and I retrieve it in the studio.
Unlike my colleague Fellow Joe McGurl
who is adamantly against any use of the
camera because it interferes with the
direct experience of being in nature, I
do take a camera along and have taken
hundreds if not thousands of photos of
all sorts of conditions and light but these
(Footnotes)

John G. Alden founded the Alden Design Office in 1909 and by the
early 1930’s he and his designs of fast, seaworthy vessels from sloops
to schooners were known world-wide. It is said that he designed over
1,000 vessels during his career and several hundred more after he
retired. This rich collection is in the process of being given to the
MIT Hart Nautical Collection. Interestingly, this Collection at MIT
is also one of the dozens of Contributors that have provided images to
ASMA for its Naval War of 1812 Illustrated video.

1
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merely remind me of what I have stored
‘upstairs’ in my head. I simply cannot
paint from photos and I have yet to see
any one who does produce anything more
than a reproduction of a soulless image.
I believe McGurl would agree with me
that the only way to paint water, boats
and the sky is to know them intimately
and the only way you can do that, in my
experience, is to spend time at sea.”

would be in good hands if I owned it so
they accepted my offer!” Back at sea and
with a stunningly beautiful classic, his
painting was rejuvenated.1
AN INSIGHTFUL CAREER STRATEGY
From the beginning, Richard’s father
encouraged him to pursue and develop
his interest in art and the sea - the two
ever present attractions that would
become the pillars upon which Richard
systematically and patiently built his
career as a marine painter. Interestingly,
he never had any formal art education –
the closest he came to such was in college
at Northeastern University in Boston
when he worked as a draftsman for
Penn Central – the largest transportation
company of the day that resulted from
the merger of two giants, the New York
Central and the Pennsylvania Railroads.
After graduation in 1969, Richard yielded
to the call of the sea and worked on a
114’ motor yacht for several months but
reality awaited on shore where he knew
he would have to get a “real” job.

As evidence of
the importance of
the periodic “sea
fix,” Richard notes
that he has pretty
much always had a
boat available right
up until he sold his
father’s old cutter
three years ago. Then
his painting began to
suffer – he was cut
off from the source
of his inspiration.
So he decided to
buy another and got
In retrospect Richard appears very
very lucky. A family
farsighted
about how to best pursue
had just invested
his
love
of
art and the sea while at the
about $350,000 in
same
time
responsibly
earning a living
refurbishing a 1936 Alden designed yawl,
that
would
allow
him
to marry and
the Volya (Russian for Freedom) that had
played an important
role in the history of
the family. But there
was an unexpected
development
and
the family decided
it was no longer
necessary to keep
the vessel. They
knew of Richard’s
interest in having
it but also knew it
was probably way
beyond his means
so they encouraged
him to make a bid
nonetheless.
He
did and made a
"watching the race" • 26" x 38" • Oil on Linen
“ridiculously
low
offer relative to what they had invested
raise a family. In 1976, some years after
but one that I could live with if accepted.
getting firmly established in his new
The boat was important to the owners
work, Richard married Jacqueline Seitz.
for sentimental reasons and they knew it
Together they had a daughter, Ashley

(now 29 and working for a hospital), and
a son, Andrew (now 25 pursuing a career
in finance).
At Northeastern University, Richard
majored in Education so in 1969 he got
a job on the faculty of Holden Public
School System in Holden, MA but it was
not just any job. Brilliantly he chose to
become a Phys Ed teacher. His summers
were free for sailing and he could spend
time on the water to further his painting
career. Moreover, the job did not require
time-consuming lesson plans or grading
tests and essays. So even in the winter
he was free after school and on the
weekends to paint as much as he wanted.
Moreover, he was able to retire after only
twenty-two years on the job and could
begin a new career, painting full time.
He acknowledges that upon retirement
his art “rapidly improved.” And the
public agreed for he began to earn Mystic
International Awards on a regular basis in
the early 1990’s and the respected Marine
Arts Gallery in Salem, MA negotiated an
exclusive representation for his work – a
role they played for more than a decade.
Things began to change about three
years ago when on the domestic front
Richard divorced and on the professional
front decided to broaden his marketing
reach. He turned to Laura Cooper, a plein
air artist friend who is also a member of
ASMA to create and then manage his
own marketing studio web site, www.
maritimeartstudio.com. He restructured
his exclusivity arrangement with the
Marine Arts Gallery in Salem and
strengthened his presence in southern
Massachusetts with the Pierce Galleries
and in the New York metropolitan area
with J. Russell Jinishian Gallery.
Patricia and Marco Pierce founded
the Pierce gallery at Hingham, MA in
1968 and added another on Nantucket
a dozen years ago. Patricia explains
that they principally deal in “investment
art” – works by American Masters from
the 1840’s to 1930’s that have stood the
test of time - and, in fact, their gallery
published a book about it, Art Collecting
and Investing: The Inner Workings and
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Notes From Brush Hill

"raildown" • 26" x 42" • Oil on Linen

the Underbelly of the Art World. Patricia
notes, “Richard Loud is one of only five
living artists we represent and they have to
be very good to stand up to the academic
and aesthetic standards of the Masters.
Richard fits right in – with his luminous
handling of light and atmosphere, his
strong sense of design and draftsmanship
and most of all his ability to render water
– all kinds of water, from a calm surface
to wind driven conditions. I think he can
paint anything but he devotes himself to
what he loves – the sea, ships and beach
scenes. And our collectors and investors
love his work.”
J. Russell Jinishian was named
an Honorary Member by ASMA in
recognition of the enormous role he has
played advancing marine art in America
and internationally over the decades. He
has done this in various capacities – from
running Mystic Seaport Gallery to his
present J. Russell Jinishian Gallery - the
“Who’s Who” of contemporary marine
artists – to his informative Marine Art
News magazine (formerly Marine Art
Quarterly that has been published from
2000). Although based in Fairfield, CT,
he also mounts exhibitions in prestigious
New York City locations – like the Union
League and the New York Yacht Club.
About Richard Loud, Russell says, “In

1991 while I was Director of the Mystic
Seaport Maritime Gallery, we were
pleased to host Dick in an exhibition that
would mark the 'kickoff' into his career
as a full-time marine painter - now, over
twenty years later Dick's body of marine
and coastal landscape paintings have
earned him a rightful place among the
top echelon of today's talented group of
marine artists.
As the son of a builder of yachts, and
having spent many hours on the water
himself observing the effects of wind and
waves on the motion and performance
of sailing vessels underway, Dick has
developed a unique ability to capture
the complexity of this interaction on
canvas with a breathtaking accuracy and
harmonious feel.”
THE PROCESS – A LIFE OF ITS OWN
There is a good deal of communication
that goes on between Richard’s brain
where all of his sea experience is stored
and his hand that creates the painting
but much of it cannot be articulated. It
happens and, when it begins to work,
“you just follow it for it takes on a life of
its own.” But the overall process can be
described broadly.
Richard paints on stretched canvas/

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Notes From Brush Hill

of whose originals I examined up close as
they were bought and sold by the Salem
gallery that represented me. I believe if
you keep at it, it will come but you have
to really want it. I’m not there yet but I’ve
gotten a lot closer.”
Indeed, “a lot closer.” He was elected
a Fellow of the Society this spring.
••••••••
LUKE TYSON STEADMAN,
SIGNATURE MEMBER,
VERO BEACH, FL
WEB SITE:
LUKESTEADMAN.COM

"boston pilot hesper" • 24" x 40" • Oil on Linen

linen that has been thinly toned with
burnt sienna. “This is something I learned
long ago from my old friend John Stobart
who pointed out it helps give ‘punch’ to
the whites of sails.” But Richard does not
do thumbnail sketches – finding that they
might be very successful unto themselves
but, when greatly enlarged on the canvas,
often fall short of expectations. “Nor do
I draw or sketch on the canvas. Rather,
I pretty much know what I want so just
block in the masses, starting with the
sky – that important determining factor
in setting the tone and feel for the whole
painting. With those colors and values
roughly established, I turn to the water
and shape the waves or, if calm, establish
the tones on the surface. This is, of course
tricky since you have to adjust for both
distance and atmosphere as you recede
to the horizon. All the while I am working
wet on wet. Then, with the overall canvas
covered and loosely defined, I begin to
work on the vessel(s) featured, again with
the same loose blocking in approach showing the values of the light and
shadows on the sails relative to the light
source and the same with the hull.”
Richard, like many interviewed in
this column over the years, finds this
block-in phase the exciting, magical part
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of the painting – all the possibilities are
there and your mind starts to find and
develop them. It is the real “romance”
of the process. But then the hard work
starts. “The next day I am usually excited
and eager to get back into finding out
where this painting is going to take me
and shortly, as more paint is applied and
more structure and values developed, it
all falls into place. The rest is work – you
know where you are going and how to
get there – refining the vessel, the sky and
the sea. And then comes the fine-tuning
of reflected light on the water with all of
its colors and shapes. This process can be
very time consuming and one of the very
important questions is simply, ‘Is it done?’
I have seen so many artists quit before it is
done and so many who should have quit
before they over did it. How do you know
‘when?’ That is really something we all
have to learn from our own experience.”
A WORD TO THE WISE
“As a young man, I decided if I could
paint water very well, I could make a
living at it because few artists could. I
was pretty bad when I started but over the
years I worked on it and worked on it.
I studied the water treatment of artists I
admired – like Montague Dawson , many

“Familiar things happen,
and mankind does not
bother about them. It
requires a very unusual
mind to undertake the
analysis of the obvious.

"Self Portrait"

Alfred North Whitehead (1861 – 1947)
English physicist, mathematician and
philosopher
Science and the Modern World 1925
Luke Steadman is a serious young
man whose art is comfortably and
solidly grounded in both the discipline
of the Academic Tradition and in his own
philosophy about life and experience.
His art reflects his quiet joy in the ordinary
and his optimistic enthusiasm about the
world around us. True to the Tradition,
Luke looks for inspiration in what most
would not see because it is so obvious
– “every day sensations or impressions
that are often overlooked like the subtle
beauty of things, the hours when there is
a tranquility of light, the moods evoked
by atmospheric conditions, the rhythms
of nature and so forth.“ He believes
“that many lessons can be learned from
nature.” For him, “inspiration comes
when his perceptions and feelings about
what he observes in nature resonate with
his soul.” He finds wisdom in nature’s
solitude and celebrates the least of what
of what it offers – be it a river inlet, marsh
grasses, or a wave, knowing that each of
these is intertwined with the rest. And he

Notes From Brush Hill

"Evening Light - Indian River" • 20" x 50" • Oil
“Whenever we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the universe.” John Muir (1838 – 1914) Naturalist, author and conservationist.

takes this attitude and approach to soaring
heights when he dares to find it in a
person alone on a beach like his Moment
of Clarity or Symphony in White.
It is no wonder that he has developed
a following. Ann McEvoy, Director of the
Admiralty Gallery in Vero Beach, Florida
that represents Steadman, says, “Luke is a
fine, outstanding young artist who brings
a depth of beauty and serenity of nature
to his paintings that collectors not only
relate to but are inspired and refreshed
by. They can feel it and they love it.”
This success did not just happen.
In keeping with the demands of the
Academic Tradition, it involved a lot
of hard work and a great deal of effort
to develop the ability to observe – to
“see” what you are looking at in order to
determine if it could carry a meaningful
message to a viewer if rendered into a
painting. Both Luke and his wife Amanda
(née McGee) grew up and went through
high school in Vero Beach although Luke
was, in fact, born in Pennsylvania on June
4, 1980. His father, Virgil, a contractor and
his mother, Nancy, now a professional
consultant for financial institutions,
celebrated the arrival of their sole child
with the decision that the first step to the
good life was towards the South – to Vero
Beach where Luke dropped anchor at the
age of six months.
During the two years following
high school graduation in 1998, Luke
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set about to get his bearings. He had
studied design but this was at the time
when CAD’s (Computer Assisted Design)
were taking over that field and Luke
didn't want to spend his life in front of
a computer monitor to create his work.
So he did part time construction work
for his father’s business while attending
a local community college and painting
all the while. He had an aunt who was
an artist and, seeing the talent and
interest, suggested he have his portfolio
reviewed by the Ringling College of Art
and Design in Sarasota, Florida. He did
and they offered him a place. “That was
a terrific experience. They accepted all of

my credits from the community college
and I took full advantage of what they had
to offer. I sought out classes that taught
me real skills that required discipline and
avoided those that were less structured
and more expression or emotion
centered. Boom, more action, less talk.“
“I also took independent studies
outside of Ringling with Carl Johnson
who was who studied under Richard
Lack in his Minnesota Atelier, one of the
lynch pins in the survival of the Academic
Tradition in America.“ It paid off. I
received several Ringling awards and two
national awards for my work from The
Artist’s Magazine and I graduated with

"Moment of Clarity" • 32" x 50" • Oil
“One of the greatest necessities in America is to discover creative solitude.”
Carl Sandburg (1878 – 1967) Pulitzer Prize winning Poet and Author
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Notes From Brush Hill

"First Light Kiawah" • 14" x 18" • Oil
“It is in man’s heart that the life of nature’s spectacle exists; to see it, one must feel it.”
Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712 – 1778) Genevan author and philosopher.

honors.” That was in the spring of 2005.
He then took his wife to Italy to spend
the summer at Daniel Graves’ Florence
Academy of Art where he enrolled in the
Intensive Drawing Program under one of
the Principal Instructors, Maureen Hyde.
The ASMA artist featured this
column in the last issue, Signature
Member Edward “Ted” Minoff, studied
at the Florence Academy of Art for a
year and is just one of hundreds who
have benefited from the high level of
instruction in classical drawing, painting
and sculpture in the Academic Tradition
since the American artist Daniel Graves
opened the Academy over twenty years
ago. His philosophy, which underlies
the Academy's curriculum and method
of instruction, demands a return to
discipline in art, to canons of beauty,
and to the direct study of nature and
the Old Masters as the foundation for
great painting and sculpture. To do this,
however, is not easy; it involves a stepby-step progression through the school’s
curriculum, from learning to draw
accurately to learning to use precise color
values in oil or, for the sculpture students,
learning to use correct structure in clay.
(Footnotes)
2
See the web site for the Florence Academy www.florenceacademyofart.
com. Go to “About Us” and click on the PDF file at the end of the
third paragraph to open the Graves essay Tradition in the 21st
Century.
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Graves and those involved
in the Renaissance of the
Academic Tradition have
a simple, basic belief:
Every art is about control:
If you cannot follow
specified movements of
ballet, you cannot dance
ballet; you cannot play
classical music unless
you have control over
all the scales and your
fingerings. You cannot
paint and sculpt in a
traditional manner unless
you have learned the
necessary principles and
techniques.

Daniel
Graves
has
an excellent essay on the
Academic Tradition, its history, its near
demise in the 20th Century, its survival
in a few ateliers in the United States and
Europe and its blossoming in the early
21st Century.2 While the essay focuses
on the discipline and skills needed
(including, importantly, the power
of observation), Graves
recognizes that he could
not improve on the words of
John Ruskin, (1819 – 1900)
the artist, writer, leading
art critic of the Victorian
Age in England and the first
Slade Professor of Fine Art
at Oxford University. In a
most fundamental way in
his treatise All Great Art is
Praise, he calls attention to
the most basic premise of
the Academic Tradition that
so clearly sets it apart from
the many art movements
that followed in the 20th
Century.
“Fix, then, this in
your mind as the guiding
principle of all right
practical labour, and
source of all healthful
life energy, - that your
art is to be the praise of
something that you love.

It may be only the praise of a shell or a
stone; it may be the praise of a hero; it
may be the praise of God: - your rank
as a living creature is determined by
the height and breadth of your love;
but, be you small or great, what
healthy art is possible to you must be
the expression of your true delight in
a real thing, better than the art. . .
If you desire to draw, that you may
represent something that you care for,
you will advance swiftly and safely. If
you desire to draw, that you may make
a beautiful drawing, you will never make
one.”
Graves contrasts this philosophy
of love and enthusiasm for the subject
being more important that the art that
results with the various “isms” that bring
you toilet seats, elephant dung and other
forms of shock art. The toilet seat would
never pass the “the expression of your
true delight in (the) real thing” test. But,
to the contrary, Luke Steadman’s Moment
of Clarity – his “true delight in the real
thing” – certainly would.

"symphony in white" • 27" x 32" • Oil
“It is in man’s heart that the life of nature’s spectacle exists; to see it, one must feel it.”
Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712 – 1778) Genevan author and philosopher.

And
using
Ruskin’s test, it is
no wonder Luke’s
art passes the test:
He simply loves
his subjects. His
wife Amanda is
the Symphony in
White and she is
the Moment of
Clarity. And his
daughter,
Ava,
"Daughter Ava at Five"
14" x 18" • Oil
has modeled for
many of her six
years. Already Luke realizes that – love
him as he does - his two-year-old son

Notes From Brush Hill

“Ty” (Tyson) - all high-energy boy, might
not turn out to be the cooperative model
his sister and mother have been.

Nature, his other love, Luke simply
loses himself in. He has a 20’ skiff that
he takes out on the Indian River to
paint lagoons, inlets, marsh grasses –
quietly and alone for hours at a time but
constantly observing. But he does more
than just paint the scenes of the Indian
River. This winter the Admiralty Gallery,
in conjunction with the Indian River Land
Trust, is hosting an exhibition of Indian
River paintings by Steadman and two
other artists to raise awareness about the

work of the Land Trust and to raise funds
for its support.
As John Ruskin said: “All great art is
praise.”
Charles Raskob Robinson is
a Fellow of the Society. He
paints at Brush Hill, a studio
built in 1752, located in
Washington, CT and formerly
owned by Connecticut
and New Mexico artist
Eric Sloane. Some of
Charlie’s work may be seen
on his website at: www.
brushhillstudios.com.

It’sThat Time of Year Again
Annual Membership Fees – 2013
• We encourage you to take advantage of paying on-line using any major
credit card ... more than 3/4 of the membership did so in 2012.
• Pay On-line –
Just go to the ASMA website www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com, click on “Make Payments’
in the left-hand menu-list, fill in the blanks, then submit. Make other on-line payments at the same
time, or separately: contributions; purchase catalogs; pay Regional Exhibition image fees, etc.
• Pay by Check Of course, you can still pay by check if you prefer, or don’t have a computer. However, we are
confident you will appreciate the ease of the on-line payment feature.
• Either way, on-line or by check, Membership Fees are the same as for 2012

Fellow
$100.00

Signature Member
$85.00

Regular Member
$50.00

Student Member
$15.00

Membership Fees are payable by January 31st, 2013
If paying by check payable to ASMA), please send with this form, together with your check, to:

ASMA, PO Box 247, Smithfield, VA 23430
Those who have not paid their membership fees by March 31st, 2013,
without good reason, will be assumed to have resigned.
For re-instatement, Signature Members may be required
to re-submit a portfolio for review.
Looking Forward To An Exciting Year Together
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The Fellows
Corner
Insights and
Inspirations from
ASMA’s top artists

Lisa Egeli, elected Fellow earlier this
year, comes from a celebrated, multigenerational family of artists, including
her father Peter Egeli, who is also an
ASMA Fellow. Being so youthful, Lisa has
the added advantage of growing up techsavvy, and uses social media and other
computer-based means to promote herself
and her events. Here she shares some of
her insights on marketing yourself in the
information age.
– Russ Kramer
ASMA President

Ways Technology Can Be Helpful

Many of us would much rather be
creating art than trying to keep up with
the latest in technology. But there are
many tools out there that can be helpful
to an artist trying to show their work to
an ever-growing audience. I’m no tech
expert, but I do try to pay attention to
what tools are available. Some of you
already know way more than I do, but
others I hear from are looking for pointers
on how to use today’s technology. So,
here are a few thoughts on some basic
ways the internet and technology can be
useful to artists.
One of the most obvious things, of
course, is to have a good website. This
is a home base for showing work and, if
kept updated, can be used as an on-line
calling card. If you don’t already have a
website you can find a designer by either
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looking at websites you like to see who
created them, or go with some of the
companies that specifically serve artists,
such as www.faso.com (Fine Art Services
Online).
Ask the designer to set up your
page so you can do updates yourself, it
will allow you to make changes more
quickly and easily. For example, my site
uses Word Press, which allows me to
make changes to the content, including
editing the text, updating events, and
uploading new images, so that new
paintings can be included immediately
when finished. This saves on transaction
times associated with making requests of
a web designer and waiting for them to
respond.
Once your site is up, it’s also
important to establish links from
other sites to yours. This can be done
through friends, art associations,
news articles that feature your
work, shows or galleries, or even
advertising. Getting an increasing
number of links to your site will
increase your placement when
people search for art-related
terms on Google and other search
engines.
Even if you are represented by
galleries that include you on their
website, having your own site lets you
communicate your work, biography and
news more directly to those searching
for you, and you get to control the

An example of a blog site. This one is from the site of
ASMA Signature Member, Larry Moore

content. Be sure to link to the galleries
that represent you.
It’s now also important to make

sure your website is mobile-friendly, as
many people these days will look up
your website from their smart-phone.
You want your images and text to be
viewable this way. More and more,
mobile searching is becoming the norm,
and websites can be optimized for these
viewers.
Blogs (web logs) are useful to many
artists, either to read or to write. Some
approach it as a way to teach, others
share the back-story of their work for
collectors to read, still others write to
share information with other artists
about exhibits, auctions, and littleknown artists of the past. Many free
templates for making your own blog are
available and easy to find online, and
often a blog will be part of your website.
The best artists’ blogs out there have
large followings of regular readers, and
they earn that through
regular postings of
valuable content.
Another tool is
the QR Code. This is
something like the old
bar codes, and allows
smart-phone users to An example of a QR Code
download an app that
allows them to quickly scan the code on
a document or an exhibit, for example, to
access the relevant website on the spot.
This is another great way to draw more
traffic to your website. Consider using a
QR Code in your printed materials such
as business cards and mailings. A quick
search online will help you find websites
that automatically generate the code,
and a little design help can make it more
attractive.
Social media matter today because
this is how people (collectors, workshop
students, journalists, publishers) can find
you if they don’t already know you or
your work, and it’s also how you can find
other artists and resources. Here are just
a few examples of social media and how
they can help you.
Pinterest is a visual social
networking tool that allows users to
share images they like, whether it’s their

own paintings, or simply a photo they
saw on the web that they like. Users also
build a community of followers, like

Lisa Egeli's Pinterest site

friends on Facebook do, that can “repin”
an image they like. So if you pin an
image of your work, a friend can share
that image with one click, and so on. As
many people have built large followings
on Pinterest, this can get your image in
front of a larger audience.
The key is that if the image is pinned
from a website, like yours, it will carry
a link back to the site, so that viewers
interested in learning more can be
delivered straight to your web page. Pin
images straight from your web page so
that any traffic created will be delivered
right where you want it.

The Fellows Corner

latest developments in your career. The
best way to get Twitter followers is to
follow people who you are interested in,
and post content regularly so that your
Twitter feed is of interest to others. There
are many folks posting information that
may interest you, and a search on Twitter
will help you find artists, museums,
journalists, historians, art materials
suppliers, and even tall ships as they sail
around the world. Even if you don’t plan
to do much “Tweeting” yourself, there
are many interesting people to follow.

Social networking includes photo
and video sharing, and these are other
ways of attracting viewers to your work.
Instagram is just one of many photosharing tools that allow you to share
artsy shots of your studio life. YouTube
is most famous for funny videos of cats,
but many artists have set up their own
“channel” to post demos and interviews.
Again, these can be useful as either the
artist reaching out for greater visibility or
the consumer gathering information.
All of this electronic outreach is
important to get prospects to view your
images, but it’s also important to protect

As a result, Pinterest can be a great
way to draw traffic to your website.
To make sure
your website is
Pinterest-friendly,
check with your
web designer.
Twitter
is
another
social
networking tool
that allows us to
reach everybody
from
collectors
to
journalists.
Each user follows
An example of a typical TWITTER
many
people,
social networking site
and in return
is followed by many others. You can
post updates about your work, events,
awards, travels and more, so that your
collectors and prospects can follow the

One of many apps for Smartphones, this one called
Shipfinder that allows you to find tall ships around the world

your images from unauthorized use.
Never use the highest quality digital
images of your art on your website
or elsewhere, because they are easily
copied. Low quality images work fine for
web viewing, and you can always send
a better file to inquiring collectors. It is
best to watermark digital images, and
a web search will help you find simple
ways to do this so you can post your

images without worry.

Beyond the internet, tools such as
smartphones and tablet devices can
offer everything from a new medium to
a handy portfolio to easier travel. There
are apps for sketching and “painting”,
apps for tracking your favorite ships at
sea, apps for monitoring the weather
when you’re out painting, and much
more. I think of my phone as my “Swiss
Army knife” of plein air painting.
Email newsletters are useful ways
to communicate with those interested
in your work, and there are many
companies offering easy to use templates
(Mail Chimp and Constant Contact, for
example). They will also manage your
email list for you. Just be sure to only
add recipients who actually want your
emails, those are the people you want to
reach anyway. A link to sign up for your
newsletters can be easily added to your
website.
Even as we paint and sculpt and
etch our way through our creative lives,
modern technology has many tools
to offer. Whether or not you have a
teenage child who serves as your Chief
Technology Officer, I recommend taking
a little time to familiarize yourself with
these tools. You don’t need to use every
technological resource out there, but
those that tap into at least some will
increase their visibility and connect
more readily with potential supporters,
collectors and even each other.

Lisa Egeli is one of
the Society's most
recently elected
Fellows. She lives
in Churchton, MD
and paints around
the world.
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Plein Air Painting Trip To England
by

Frank Gaffney

I just spent three weeks, in May 2012,
in England with three other artists, Ned
Mueller, Harold Johnson and Mehdi
Fallahian. The main focus of our trip
was creating marine art and keeping our
expenses low. Ned and I were intrigued
by English artist David Curtis's paintings
of various locations in England shown in
his book titled "Capturing The Moment
in Oils". Ned put the word out that we
were hoping to get a group together to
go to England to paint and Harold and
Mehdi responded. Ned, Harry and I have
known each other for years as members
of the Puget Sound Group of Northwest
Painters and the American Society of
Marine Artists and Ned has traveled with
Mehdi on previous painting trips.
In addition to the areas discussed in
Curtis's book, we searched the internet
for other locations that we wanted to paint.
Ned found inexpensive cottages in Mevagissey in Cornwall
and Staithes on the northeast coast of England. Ned and Harold
met Mehdi in London for a few days then I joined them. We
rented a SUV and headed towards Cornwall. As we traveled we
talked to folks and
many
suggested
picturesque
locations to paint.
Some were good,
some not and some
we discovered on
our own. All four
of us worked in
oils on this trip,
painting
some
landscapes to get
a break from the
marine locations.
We stayed in the
little
fishing village
FRANK GAFFNEY
of Mevagissey for a
week and produced numerous paintings of the colorful fishing
boats in the harbor. Many of these small fishing villages in
England are hundreds of years old and climb the high cliffs
surrounding narrow draws. This results in tidal changes of up
to 33 feet, drying out the harbors and leaving the boats high
and dry on the sea bottom. We also explored the area around
Mevagissey, finding other picturesque fishing villages to the
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STAITHES, ENGLAND

very southernmost point of England, Land's End. After a day
of painting we would set up our paintings in the living room
and critique them. On cold rainy days we sometimes would
paint in our cottage.
As we traveled, we found that the pubs and restaurants in
small villages are only open during specific meal times - not
necessarily when we were ready for meals! We fixed most
of our meals in the old-fashioned cottage kitchen. Mehdi

From left to right: Frank Gaffney, Ned Mueller, Mehdi Fallahian, Harold Johnson

cooked some fabulous meals,
including his special lamb
stews. We got to know some
of the people in the village
where we stayed and one
fisherman gave us a mess
of mackerel that fed us for
two days. He cleaned them
in front of us while we were
painting. Another gentleman
dropped off some beer for us
while we were painting on
NED MUELLER
one occasion.
After our week in Mevagissey, we drove up through York
to the northeast coast and our 3 story cottage in Staithes. It is a
small fishing village where Captain Cook grew up. We stayed
in Staithes for two
weeks, exploring
and
painting
throughout
the
area.
The farm
lands with lush
green
rolling
hills
and
the
many small boat
harbors in the
surrounding area
inspired
many
HAROLD JOHNSON
more paintings.
We also took a
quick two-day trip up into Scotland to visit Edinburgh and
drive through the Highlands.
Sometimes we were able to paint in nice, warm sunlit
areas, the shadows and reflections adding depth and interest
to our paintings. Other times
we were painting in the rain
and the bitter, cold North Sea
winds. Heck, we could have
stayed home and done that in
our own stomping grounds,
the Seattle area! Luckily our
itinerary was flexible and we
were able to schedule around
the weather.
Throughout our trip, the
four of us took thousands
of photos. When we were
painting, folks would often
come up to talk and ask
MEHDI FALLAHIAN

MEVAGISSEY, ENGLAND

questions. We met people from all over England and Scotland,
including other artists painting the scenery. In addition to these
artists, we were able to spend a couple of hours at the home of
noted English artist, David Curtis. Ned and I had brought his
book, the inspiration for our trip, with us and he autographed
them for us.
The scenery, the trip and the experience of living in English
homes among the villagers combined to make this an amazing
trip! We each did about 15 paintings and took thousands of
photos to use for future paintings in our studios.
Traveling for three weeks with like-minded artists was not
only a learning experience, it was a blast!

The Finished Paintings

"Rainy Day, Mevagissey" • Oil • 9" x 12"
Ned Mueller - www.muellerart.com

"Green Boat, Mevagissey" • Oil • 11" x 14"
Mehdi Fallahian - www.mehdifallahian.com

"High and Dry" • Oil • 9" x 12"
Frank Gaffney - www.frankgaffney.com

"Brunswick Bay" • Oil • 9" x 12"
Harold Johnson - www.haroldwjohnson.com
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WAR OF 1812
Project

At the AGM in Mystic the 1812 Committee reported that
steady headway is being made with the six-chapter video. The
first chapter, the Introduction, is on the internet and can be
reached through this link: http://ourflagwasstillthere.org/thewar-of-1812/naval-war-of-1812-illustrated.html

Calendar Cover Page "This Day in 1812"

The entire video has been recorded with sound effects
and now each of the five substantive chapters are being
choreographed one by one. This involves finding additional
images with sufficient resolution to supplement the hundreds
the Committee has already collected over the last two years from
ASMA members, museums and historical societies and then
placing them in the storyline.
By the time you receive this
issue, the videographer, one
Ted Hartlett of Danbury,
CT, will have the next two
chapters in hand and may
have added one of them to the
Introduction on the Internet.
Meanwhile, the 1812 team
1812 Website Home Page image,
- Mimi Merton, Mike
The USS Constitution vs. HMS Macedonian
©Patrick O’Brien
Killelea, Ann Mohnkern
and Charlie Robinson - are
cranking away on the remaining three chapters.
But the end is in sight and for that reason at the AGM the
Board called for volunteers who have experience in or contacts
with media broadcasting for, in addition to a web presence,
the Society wants to leverage this asset by having it aired on
TV, Public Broadcasts, Cable, used in Education Circles, etc
as well as promoting it though Social Media. So, if you have
these credentials, please get in touch with Charlie Robinson at
crasrob@aol.com. It will be an exciting experience and one that
is totally new for the Society.
A Project of the American Society of Marine Artists
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News From the Foc's'le - continued from Page 5

on the exhibition said that his vote for "best representational
watercolor goes to Michael Killelea’s rendering of the majestic
Buffalo City Hall set against billowing clouds".
Signature Member Hiu
Lai Chong won both the
Grand Prize and Artist's
Choice at Plein Air Easton
this week, with a wonderful
10" x 20" oil nocturne, titled
"All Tucked In", of the
Chesapeake Bay Maritime
Museum. Hiu Lai is also featured in the November 2012 issue of
Plein Air Magazine.
Member Brian Stewart's
painting recently won the
Best of Show award at the
Coos Art Museum in Coos
Bay Oregon. It was their
19th Annual Maritime Art
Exhibit which ran July 14 to
Sept. 22, 2012. "Houseboat
City" is a plein-air piece
I did on the Mississippi
River near Winona, MN.
Signature Member Val Sandell will begin 2013 with
a one-woman show at
Hughes
Gallery,
Boca
Grande, Florida.
The
show will feature Val's
highly collectible series
of classical wooden boat
paintings. Shown here is
her oil, "Brightwork", 20"
x 34". The exhibition opens
Monday, January 7, 2013.
The reception is Tuesday, January 8, with the artist present 12
pm to 5pm. 333 Park Ave., Boca Grande, FL 33921.
Signature Member Jim Griffiths also had a fine article on his
work in the Fall issue of Watercolor Magazine.
Fellow Michael B. Karas
will be having a one-man show
at the Morris & Whiteside
Galleries in Hilton Head, South
Carolina. Opening and Artist
Reception is Friday, November
9th from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
The show will consist of Karas'
new work, inspired by the
naturally beautiful marshes
and beaches of the South Carolina Lowcountry. For additional
information contact the gallery at www.morris-whiteside.com.

Assorted Scuttlebutt - continued from Page 4

Clyde Kirkpatrick has described his very first plein air trip
with other ASMA artists at Coos Bay, OR. And he does it with
a subtle touch of humor that I think everyone can relate to at
one time or another, although he didn't mention the traditional
person who comes up and tells the artist that their grandchild is
also an artist....
And then Frank Gaffney describes the plein air trip to
England, accompanied by Mehdi Fallahian, Harold Johnson and
Ned Mueller. From the two accompanying photos of Mevagissey
and Staithes, I can only sum it up as "painter's heaven".
IMPORTANT!!! NEW COPY DEADLINES COMING
FOR SPRING 2013. PLEASE READ CAREFULLY. The copy
and materials deadlines will be changing for the ASMA News
& Journal. An example: Our deadline for this Fall issue was
October 1st. That means in order to get it to the printer so you
folks can have it in the Fall, I must spend 3 to 4 eight hour days
(sometimes more) at my computer. Most copy comes in that last
week of September (if I'm lucky). That's too close for errors and
missed dates. If I get the flu, you don't get your issue on time.
Most publications have a 3-month pre-pub copy deadline. I will
be backing it up one month. The issue will still go to the printer
in January, April, July and October, but the new copy deadlines,
beginning with the Spring 2013 issue will be December 1, March
1, June 1 and September 1. That gives me some well deserved

breathing room. See the small boxes scattered around this issue.
It will also eliminate some of the "deadline trauma" that occurs
during the holiday season in December. Everyone is busy then.
By having the deadline December 1st, everyone can sit back and
relax during those hectic days.
So, enjoy the issue and everyone have a great Thanksgiving,
a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, and those
celebrating other holidays, I wish you all the best during those
times, too. Until next year!
ASMA

15th
National
Exhibition

2011-2013

The 15th ASMA
National Exhibition
schedule for the
next two museums

Opening Sept. 4, 2012
Museum of the Southwest, Midland, TX

September 4, 2012 - December 7, 2012 • www.museumsw.org

Opening Dec. 20, 2012
The Haggin Museum, Stockton, CA
December 20, 2012 - March 3, 2013 • www.hagginmuseum.org
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Regional
Reflections

by Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

Just back from an awesome ASMA
Annual Meeting in Mystic, CT. A little
wind, a little rain, no problem (as they
say in the Virgin Islands)! A great time
was had by all, many new friendships
were made, and we were so fortunate
to see what the ASMA Region North in
Connecticut has to offer to visitors. The lobster and crab cakes
were the best!
I had visited Mystic Seaport 20 years ago - it was still a
thrill to see the ships, sailboats, and the restoration process of
the Charles Morgan whaling ship. The Mystic Collections and
Research building was new to me and overwhelming! I wish
all our members had been present for this wonderful weekend
- a huge thank you to Russ Kramer and Kim Shaklee, who did
a marvelous job planning the weekend. Photos and more to
follow in the Winter issue.

ASMA North

Steve Lush and Lois Salmon Toole were both present in
Mystic. Lois says there is no news from the Great Lakes region.
The biggest news from this region is that 83 people (ASMA
members, spouses and friends) came from all over the USA to
the AGM in Mystic. Our beautiful keepsake nametags made
by Kim Shaklee (resembling a piece of sculpture!) helped us
all “meet and greet” at each venue. Putting a face with a name
was the best part, and to see so many of our member’s art at
the Mystic Gallery and the slide show on Friday evening was
the “icing on the cake” (and we had some really good cake!).
We sure did missed everyone who couldn’t be there.
Steve Lush, the ASMA North Regional Representative
and his wife Nella (a new ASMA Signature member) were in
Mystic at the AGM. Steve had one of his watercolors accepted
in the AWS 145th National Annual Exhibition showing at the
Salmagundi Club in New York. Please note the correct ASMA
artist’s names for the 2012 COGAP collection in addition to
Louis Stephen Gadal were James Consor, Frank Gaffney,
Pete Michels, Alan Ryall, and Robert Tandecki.

ASMA East

We are so sorry about the unexpected passing of one of our
ASMA East representatives, Bob Averill, in July. I did not
know Bob personally, but heard from many of our colleagues
that he was a wonderful artist, friend and supporter of ASMA.
Pauline D. Lorfano informed us that she was selected to
be included in the “Best of Maine Artists.” Congratulations
Pauline!
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Several of our ASMA East members traveled to Evergreen,
CO to paint in the big OPA plein air event - Cindy Baron and
Lisa Egeli won awards! And as you may have seen in Russ
Kramer’s monthly ASMA eNews, congratulations to Hiu Lai
Chong for winning the Grand Prize and Artist’s Choice Award
at Plein Air Easton in July.

ASMA South

Please remember to get some great art ready for the 2013
ASMA Region South Exhibit to be held June 13, 2013 to August
17, 2013, in Gainesville, GA - my home town! The prospectus
for this exhibit was in the Summer Issue and is also in this
issue. The Quinlan Visual Arts Center (QVAC) is the venue
(please see www.quinlanartscenter.org) and the QVAC Board
of Trustees and Executive Director, Amanda McClure, are very
excited to host this regional ASMA exhibit. The large main
gallery at the Quinlan is big enough to hang at least 120 pieces
due to the high ceilings and can accommodate sculptures and
other 3D art. ASMA Fellows Russ Kramer and Sergio Roffo
have agreed to jury this show, so it promises to be an excellent
example of the spectacular art produced by our members.
This is a one-venue exhibit, and the entries are to be submitted
starting March 1, 2013 with the deadline being April 1, 2013.
The Old School Square Cultural Arts Center, Delray Beach,
FL, site of the first venue for the 15th ASMA National Exhibition
at the Cornell Museum, has a new name - Delray Beach Center
for the Arts at Old School Square. The new website is www.
delraycenterforthearts.org and reflects the multi-disciplinary
organization - events, theater, exhibits, and learning.
Several ASMA artists (myself, Ann Alexander, and Sydney
Sams) spent a week in September in Jackson Hole, WY, at Bill
Davidson’s plein air workshop. Bill had two oil paintings
selected for the Western Visions Show at the National Museum
for Wildlife Art in Jackson Hole. We spent one afternoon
viewing the incredible, beautiful paintings in this exhibit.
Jackson Hole was marvelous in September - the aspens were
turning yellow.
Our only problem was the smoke from the forest fires in
Idaho and south of Jackson, WY, “obliterating” the Grand
Tetons - it looked like the fog in San Francisco!
The Annual OPA Paint Out in Charleston, SC, will
be November 17, 2012. The information can be found at
GallerieonBroad.com or call 843-566-4547.
For other
OPA Paint Outs around the country, please see www.
oilpaintersofamerica.com under Events.
The 15th ASMA National will be leaving the South soon.
Don’t miss your chance to see this exhibit at the Museum
of the Southwest, Midland, TX from September 4 through
December 7, 2012.
Grace Penny of Florida, also at the AGM in Mystic, reports
that the Delta Queen Historic Paddle Wheeler is now a hotel
and restaurant on the river in Chattanooga, TN. Grace also

gave us some great ideas for future venues for our annual
meetings.

ASMA West

Please see the awesome reports and photos from Bob Dykes,
our new Region West Representative (a very interesting person
who I met in Mystic at the AGM), and Clyde Kirkpatrick
(thanks to you both!) from the 19th Annual Maritime Art
Exhibit at Coos Bay Art Museum in Oregon July 13, 14, 2012.
This was Clyde’s first plein air paint out, and he had a great
experience.
The Port Townsend, WA Wooden Boat Festival (www.
wooden boat.org) September 7 - 9, 2012, selected ASMA artist
Claire Acord as their poster artist. Claire send interesting
information about the subject of her watercolor for the poster,
the catboat, the Sharon L. “The previous owner, who is 90
years old and owned her for 40 years, will be crewing on the
Sharon L. with Claire for the races on Saturday and the sail-by
on Sunday.
Be sure and look up www.thebiggerpictureshow.org for
information about the “Surf riders” mission in Sausalito, CA
- coastal cleanup and healthy oceans - something we all are
concerned about, as marine artists.
Here are some other places to check out for festivals, art
shows and competitions:
• Sedona Plein Air Festival, Sedona, Arizona PAPJC - juried
show of plein air works, Middletown, NJ, October 29 November 29
• “Paint the Beach” - Fort Myers, FL - Nov. 5 - Nov. 11, 2012
fortmyersbeachart.com
• Wet Paint 2012 at Newport Art Museum, RI - August 18
-19, 2012, Norman Bird Sanctuary
• Columbia Center for the Arts, Hood River, OR

IMPORTANT
Beginning with the SPRING 2013 issue,
new copy deadlines will be in effect.
Publishing dates will remain the same.
ASMA News & Journal Deadlines

Winter - December 1st • Spring - March 1st
Summer - June 1st • Fall - September 1st
Please note: Since ASMA uses Bulk Mail, delivery will vary
with each post office. If you have time dated items, be sure
you allow for a 3 month delivery delay when submitting
dated material.

AREA REPRESENTATIVES

Asma North

Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, New Hampshire, Ohio, Rhode Island,
Vermont, Wisconsin, Canada and International

Steve Lush

slush49@gmail.com

advisor to area representatives

Lois Salmon Toole
lstoole@windstream.net

Phil Cusumano

philcusumano@ymail.com

Asma East

Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia

Lisa Egeli

lisa@lisaegeli.com                       

Asma South

Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee

Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

Charles Sharpe
csharpetts@aol.com

Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Puerto Rico, Texas,
and the US Virgin Islands

Val Sandell
valartist@aol.com

advisor to area representatives

Robert C. Semler
robert@rcsemlerart.com

Asma West

Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, Washington, Wyoming
FPO and AE

Bob Dykes

robert.dykes@cox.net

Dutch Mostert

dutchmostert@netscape.net

advisors to area representatives

Kim Shaklee

kim@kimshaklee.com

Alan Ryall

alan@alanryall.com

Jon Olson

jonlolson@aol.com

Austin Dwyer

aadwyer@austindwyer.com

Grant Saylor
g.saylor@comcast.net
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Christine's Log Book - continued from Page 5

tell you about him – until I received a note from Marge that
is a gift to us all. A few years ago, Len Tantillo presented a
tribute to Lester that is beautiful. Recently, Len and Marge
got together and Len combined his visual presentation with
his voice. You can see it on YouTube (I hope I get this right.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHGsuyV1MSk&fe
ature=youtube_qdata_player. Len’s presentation is about
Lester. The next gift to us all puts Lester right in the room
with us so you can see him as the warm human being he was
with that twinkle in his eye, infectious smile and outrageous
understatement of fantastic events. One of Marge’s nephews
invited Lester to his high school class to talk about Pearl
Harbor and made a video of the event. It is almost an hour
long and Lester stops to think about the class’s questions
before he answers but every minute is a gem! Here is the
address http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3ht3CAPAw&feature=plcp.
We say farewell to ASMA East Area Representative Bob
Averill in this edition also. Mike Killelea has written a
tribute in a separate article. We will be blessed if one of our
generous members in this area will volunteer to at least try
to fill Bob’s shoes.

I was looking on the computer at the Coos Bay Art Museum
Maritime Exhibit this year and having some happy thoughts
about old friends as I enjoyed viewing their paintings.
Some of these artist’s paintings grace the walls of our own
home. The Coos Bay Art Museum’s 19th Annual Maritime
Exhibition was on display in Coos Bay, OR from July 14th
to September 22nd. Everyone gathered for a preview on
Friday night before the opening which was followed by
the traditional Mexican dinner at a local restaurant within
walking distance. Afterwards several ASMA members
adjourned to relax and catch up on long time friendships at
Dutch and Joanie Mostert’s home. Much missed this year
was Curt Hitch who recently passed away.
Saturday found the artists out in the boatyards or on Cape
Arago catching a plein air session among convivial company.
The traditional auction at the opening dinner provided many
artists with treasures for their personal collections. There was
a good bit of completion bidding for the plein air paintings
as CAM had 150 guests partaking of the delicious seafood
buffet provided by Coos Bay’s Coach House restaurant. The
artists able to attend the opening were Paul Daneker, Austin
Dwyer, Janet Erl, Charles Fawcett, Frank Gaffney, Steve
HU, James Jacobson, Harold Johnson, David King, Dutch
Mostert, Monte Rogers, Grant Saylor, William Seldonn,
Terry Woodall, Buck Braden and Alan Ryall. Alan told me
that the crowd was so big that tables were set upstairs as well
so that Director Steven Brooks had to come up to announce the
awards to those who missed the announcements downstairs.

The winner of the Port of Coos Bay award was Richard
Boyer for “Duty Roster on the USS Constitution”. Dutch
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Mostert was awarded the CAM Board of Director’s award
for “Holland America Liner TSS ‘Maasdam’ Entering New
York Harbor on May 30, 1961.” The Best of Show award
went to Brian Stewart for “House Boat City”. Jerry Mitchell
garnered the People’s Choice award, given towards the end
of the exhibition when all the votes are in, for “Remembering
(Neah Bay)”. Harold Johnson, winner of last year’s Best of
Show, was the featured guest artist. Harold, from Washington
State, besides being a member of ASMA is also a member of
the Puget Sound Group of Northwest Painters and ISMP.

Artists juried into the Maritime Exhibition this year are
Scott Berger, Judy Betts, Gordon Buck, Paul Daneker,
Austin Dwyer ( whose “Date Night with a Lady” is a gem),
Janet Erl, Kevin Farrell, Charles Farrell, Louis Stephen
Gadal, Frank Gaffney, Neil Hamelin , Micaiah Hardison,
Steve Henderson, Carolyn Hess-Low, Samuel Hoffman,
Stephen Hu (who paints some wicked waves), James A.
Jacobson, Don Jensen, Geri Keary, David King, Mike
Kowalski, Carol Kumpula-Clarke, Steve Lush (whose
painting “On the Murmansk Run” was done in both pastel
and watercolor), Mike Mazer, Don McMichael, Dutch
Mostert, Jerry Mitchell, Linda Norton, Monte Rogers,
Grant Saylor, William Seldon, Eric Slayton, Brian Stewart,
Robert Tandecki, Fred Thomas, Mark Joseph Williams,
Jerri Woodall ( sculpture) and David Zider. This is a truly
varied and interesting exhibit presented by some of our best
western artists. You can view it on www.coosart.org.

Norma Jay, ASMA’s first woman Fellow, now achieving
Emeritus status, was on this year’s jury. Norma is a fellow knife
painter who I am so happy to have spent some time with at
the Delaware and Savannah AGMs. Buck Braden also juried
this show. Buck earned a MA in Art Printmaking from Fort
Hays State University in Hays, Kansas and studied figurative
painting and drawing at the Pacific Northwest College of Art
in Portland, OR. It is a shame that the jurors don’t have their
work in the exhibition. Alan Ryall completed the jury panel.
Alan needs no introduction as he is presently an ASMA
Board Member, Past ASMAWest Regional Representative,
member of the Finance and Membership Committees, the
driving force behind ASMAWest’s website and innovator of
many ASMA West forward thinking projects.

Alan was the first ASMA member to implement our new
policy of ASMA “facilitating” for sale shows for ASMA
members at private galleries. The ASMA Board of Directors
approved this type of non-ASMA show in response to
member’s requests. As a 501c3 organization, ASMA itself
may not participate in selling shows however we are making
it possible for galleries to host invitational non-ASMA
sponsored exhibitions by facilitating gallery invitations to
our members. The coming exhibition featuring ASMA artists
at the Knowlton Gallery in Lodi, CA from January15, 2013 to
February 23, 2013 will coincide with our National Exhibition
Christine's Log Book - continued on Page 28

My First ASMA Plein Air Paint Out
by

Clyde Kirkpatrick

To say there was a stiff breeze of anticipation over attending
my first ASMA West Plein Air Paint Out would be the biggest
understatement since Noah said “It looks like rain!” I
convinced myself that what felt like intimidation was merely
the normal squeamish
feelings that accompany
first time adventures. A
group of ASMA artists
were
converging
on
Coos Bay, Oregon for
the opening of the 19th
Annual Maritime Exhibit
at the Coos Art Museum
July 13-14, 2012. Part of
the weekend activities
included a Plein Air Paint
Out. The artists were to
Clyde Kirkpatrick and his half sheet watercolor
meet at 8:00 am Saturday
morning for breakfast at a local restaurant in nearby Charleston
harbor. Imagine everyone’s surprise when the sign outside
announced ‘Open for Breakfast at 10:00 am.’ Switch to plan
‘B’. Find breakfast somewhere else.
We were greeted with typical morning coastal fog but it
burns off fast. While
some folks headed to
the coast for places
with romantic names
like Sunset Bay, the
majority
stayed
around Charleston.
The harbor, with
its fishing fleet and
marina
provided
plenty of subject
Grant Saylor begins the process of setting up in the "Bone Yard"
matter for eager
maritime
painters.
Most of the group ended up at the popular ‘Bone Yard’, a
delicious assortment of old and not so old boats hauled out
for painting, refitting or in some cases tired relics awaiting
an uncertain fate. To rot
or not to rot, the boat’s
misfortunes
are
the
painter’s prize. Subject
matter!
There were several
lessons to learn from
this Plein Air experience.
Many of the paintings
ASMA members were
creating
would
be
It appears that Harold Johnson is contemplating that 1st stroke
donated to the Coos Art
Museum for auction that evening at the awards banquet. I
got wind ahead of time that many savvy artists would bring a

backup painting just in case the Plein Air thing doesn’t work
out. Good advice. Most of my previous Plein Air painting have
been done standing up
at an easel. As creeping
old age is as relentless
as the tides, the switch
was made recently to
painting while sitting
in a chair. This was the
first go at lap painting
and took some getting
used to. The next thing
Frank Gaffney (right) painting with a fellow artist
I learned, both from
(unfortunatley not named) in the "Bone Yard"
my own mistake and
observing others… Don’t attempt too large a piece. I used a
half sheet of watercolor paper. Most of the veterans were
working smaller formats. Not only did I feel rushed, but the
painting was not completed to my satisfaction by the 2:00 pm
deadline. Note to
self: next time try a
quarter sheet.
As
everyone
rushed back to the
museum to turn in
the day’s results,
there were plenty
of
“Wet
Paint”
signs adorning the
display table.
A
note
of
recognition
A part of the group of plein air paintings awaiting auction time
goes to the museum
staff and organizers as they went out of their way to facilitate
a first rate event.
The best lessons I took away from the entire weekend were
how much fun we all had and what a wonderful group of
people ASMA folks are. They went out of their way to make us
feel welcome. New friends are a great thing to acquire.
A lesson I already knew is simple. If you invest of yourself
into an organization like ASMA you’ll get a lot more out of
it than you put in. Are
you getting the best
return you can from
your
membership?
I just increased my
return on investment.
So is that stiff breeze
of anticipation still
blowing? I think the
gale warning flag just
went up the yard arm.
Austin Dwyer relaxes a bit before picking up the brushes again
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Artist Jim Flood's
MS Balmoral

Titanic Memorial Cruise April 2012
Conclusion

James A. Flood, maritime artist aboard MS Balmoral’s Titanic Memorial Cruise, greets the
residents of Cobh, Ireland, on 9th April 2012.
Photo courtesy Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines

An Artist Paints the Titanic
Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines was proud to be the cruise line chosen by
Miles Morgan Travel for its transatlantic Titanic Memorial Cruise in
April 2012, to honour the memory of the ill-fated liner.
The cruise line’s Balmoral carried 1,309 guests – many of whom
donned detailed period costumes – from Southampton to New York,
departing on 8th April 2012, on the voyage that the R.M.S. Titanic was
destined never to complete. Guests from 28 different countries joined
together on this special commemorative cruise to pay their respects: some
were relatives of those who died, or survived, and were following in their
family's footsteps; others were just fascinated by the story of this tragic
event, a century ago.
Thousands of residents lined the quayside and streets to welcome
the ship in Cobh, Ireland, and a special Memorial Service was hosted on
Balmoral over the site where the R.M.S. Titanic sank. Guests also visited
Halifax, Canada, where so many of the victims of the disaster were finally
laid to rest.
The Titanic Memorial Cruise continued from New York to
Southampton on the return leg, arriving back in the UK on 29th April
2012. Courtesy Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines.
Editor's note:
In this issue we conclude the article on Member Jim Flood's memorable
once in a lifetime event, accompanied by his lovely wife Tina.

The Painting Begins...

Jim:
Next day, Monday, on the way to Cobh, Ireland, I got to work
after breakfast setting up my easel (a table one) and setting up the
canvas in the Atrium, which was amidships – still bouncy but not
as lively as up forward. In my anxiety, in order to insure that Miles
Morgan Travel got something worthwhile for their trouble, I had
stretched the canvas ahead of time, coated it with gesso, put a sky
with clouds in, and a mother tone for the sea with a few waves or
so, very quickly done. I then brought out a photo I had taken of
my floating model, 1/350 scale of Titanic at an attractive angle,
which I then transferred, in pencil, using my old proportional
dividers to the canvas. I arrived attired in black waistcoat, puff
tie with pin, and one of my 1912 Royal Navy lieutenant service
caps. In order to protect the costume, I wore a doctor’s white lab
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Jim Flood . . . . . . .

coat. I also had on display a 30" x 48" canvas digital reproduction
of my What-If Chelsea Piers painting, and a 20" x 40" What-If
#2, Titanic Passing Lower Manhattan. (These I had sent along
to the ship by FedEx a week before - at considerable expense). I
then settled down to paint. The passengers were very kind and
interested in what I was doing, and I was interviewed again and
frequently photographed throughout the voyage. I conversed
freely with the passengers and tried to explain what I was about
and to answer any questions that they had. Many people wanted
to be photographed with me, which, of course, came with the
territory and I was delighted to oblige. This was the first day, and
I got right down to work on the hull and the superstructure. I
knew that I had to work quickly and accurately and realized there
would be precious little time left for painting the sea, even if I were
able to first complete the ship image in a presentable fashion. In

Jim begins his painting of Titanic in the ship's Atrium

all, I think I managed rather well to hide the fact that I was in near
panic mode. This was unlike anything I had previously attempted.
It was no comfort to me that on this, my first day of painting,
the seas were growing rougher and the ship was plunging with
more emphasis. This was making painting straight lines very
challenging.
In the Captain’s announcement on Monday, he informed us
that MS Balmoral was obliged to slow down to lessen the terrific
pounding from forward. The slowdown would make us late for
arriving in Cobh, Ireland. It was probably a selfish viewpoint, but
I saw this as no problem, as it would give me more time to get
started on the painting, however I did want to keep an eye on
the timing, as I very much wanted to see the outer bay where the
Titanic had anchored 100 years ago. In spite of the passengers
and the pounding, I found out I was making very good progress.
It was astonishing, now that I think about it. I could not recall
having ever painted with such speed.
As the ship approached Cobh, I found myself so engrossed in
painting, that I missed seeing that outer bay. We had to rapidly
close up our paints, grab the camera, and scramble up on the boat
deck to see anything at all. The wind was very strong and the bay
quite choppy and the town with its multi-colored houses climbing
up the hills to its majestic cathedral was a sight to behold. On the
waterfront and landing quay were easily 25 thousand people and
you could hear them singing from a mile down the harbor. My wife

. . . . . . . . An Artist Paints the Titanic

told me that the entry port the ship would be using was forward
portside, close to our cabin. We were among the first people off the
ship. Without thinking about it, I took off my ‘yachting’ hat and
doffed it to the crowd and they cheered, so the reporters asked me
to do it again and again. I will never forget that friendly throng of
people cheering and waving and asking to be photographed with
me - I was obviously quite comfortable in my period costume.
It took us about 45 minutes just to make it through the crowd
of kind, hospitable Irish people. And by the time we did, I was
almost reduced to tears, and babbling something about being a
quarter Irish myself, and my first time here, and glad to be so and
all that. We then started forth in earnest for a glass of famous Irish
ale. And a fine time was had in Cobh for all of us.
The ship got underway around 11pm that same day, but we,
being quite tired, were already in Slumberland.
We had an excellent fine Captain, Robert Bamburg – he was
always calm, always confident, as a captain should be. He was
also blessed with a fine sense of humor that coupled well with his
Finnish accent. Every day at noon he would make an announcement
concerning location, distances, speed, and weather - that sort of
thing. Each announcement began with “ Ladies and Yentlemen…”
and ended with, “And – from the bridge, all is well.” In a slow and
melodious delivery that soon became a pet expression adapted
by all on the ship. We met him one afternoon on the stairs and
got into a chat. He was concerned. Some folks on the ship were
making a bit of a fuss over being afraid that they may not make it
to the wreck site so that the timing of the memorial service would
match with the timing of the actual sinking 100 years before.

The crowd begins to assemble early to watch Jim begin his painting of Titanic in the Atrium on
board the Balmoral. To the right is his fimished painting "Titanic Passing Lower Manhattan"

Rough weather and an onboard medical emergency that forced
the ship to turn back briefly had put the voyage behind schedule.
Said the captain, in his humble and humorous way in his glorious
Finnish accent “my knees – they are red – from praying that we
will make it on time”. Then he smiled confidently and said. “No
problem, we will make it.”
In the following days, the weather continued very rough, not
calming until late in the week on Friday. I continued to experience
incredible progress on the painting in spite of conversing with
the passengers. The Commodore would come up and say,
“Come on, let’s get some more windows on this ship”, so that
by Wednesday I was able to oblige him with some pretty trim
items. Also on Wednesday, I painted in the funnels, and the masts,
and some of the boat deck detail. Also, in the Atrium, setting up

next door to us, was a gentleman from Wales and his wife, Ken
and Carol Mascarenhas, who operate a senior care rest home in
Denbighshire, Wales. On their table they had set up a very fine
model of the Titanic, built from an Italian company in kit form
and constructed wholly by the efforts of Ken himself and his
guests at the rest home. He also displayed a large and interesting
collection of artifacts, books and drawings which augmented my
own display of paintings. There was an excellent hand made book
containing fascinating tidbits and memorabilia that had been
made by a 12 year old boy, Conner. The entire display made for a
very nice center of interest that attracted many people in pleasant
contemplation. We were so happy to have had the opportunity to
share the area with Ken and Carol who were very helpful to us in
many ways. We have become quite good friends and remain in
touch.
On Thursday, 12 April, the seas began to moderate somewhat
and painting was easier. I was hard at it early, hoping to get the
ship completed in order to have time to do a decent seascape. By
the time we had to dress for dinner, I had completed the lifeboats,
everything on the on the fo’c’sle, and poop deck, people, and
lifelines. The master of the MS Balmoral, Captain Bamberg, came
by several times, liked the work, and was very friendly. During
the days while I was busy painting, there were various lecturers
giving talks on their area of expertise, among them Commodore
Warwick of Cunard, John Eaton and Charles Haas (famed Titanic
authorities and authors), Sam Warwick (ocean diver of historic
shipwrecks), and several others. I would have loved to have
attended them all, but due to the obligation I was under I was
only able to attend commodore Warwick’s, which was quite good.
On Friday 13 April, the seas were calmer still, and I was able to
do the rigging, lifeboat davits, and finish the ship in the morning.
So Friday afternoon was devoted to painting in the swells and
sea waves. To insure the proper color I had only to go and look
through the Atrium window in order to ascertain.
Saturday, 14th April, the beginning of the 100th Anniversary
of Titanic’s sinking: the sea was smoother - upon waking I could
actually see blue sky, which always raises my spirits. It was only
5am but I was beginning to feel a little more optimistic about
completing the painting on time. I took a quick walk around the
deck and then dove straight into painting. Here I began doing the
white caps and foam patterns, dividing up some waves and not
others and, in general, bringing movement and life to the seascape.
I then added and refined the foam and roiling misty spray
along the ship’s side that she produces as she knifes her way
through the sea. Captain Bamberg came by on his way for coffee
and we chatted for a bit. He made some very kind remarks about
my work, for which I was grateful. It was looking quite good to
me as well, thank God. Some paintings are all struggle and work,
and others seem to almost paint themselves. I was glad that this
was the latter.
Around 1:30pm I began to realize that I had just about finished
the painting and I actually liked what I had done. It’s a good
feeling. We went to lunch, and then, around 2pm, the folks on the
ship allowed us a table in the art gallery to sell and sign some 110
Continued on Page 26
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(11" x 17") art paper digital reproductions of several of my Titanic
paintings. It was the most we were able to produce in the short
period of time we had to prepare. In the two hours we were there,
most sold. By the following day we were sold out, which pleased
us to no end. At dinner that evening, Commodore Warwick, who
had been very supportive, had an interesting idea. He brought
with him a rock that had been presented to him from the actual
wreck site of the Titanic which was covered with a thick layer
of titanic rust. His idea was to scrape off some of the rust, mix it
with some red oxide from my paints, and paint the waterline (of
the Titanic in my painting) with it. So we all agreed to do it after
church services on Sunday.
After dinner on the 14th, having been up since 5am, we excused
ourselves and went to our cabin for a bit of a lie-down. The ship
would be over the wreck site sometime shortly before midnight.
We overslept and got up at 1:30, went up on deck 10 (the highest
deck) and walked aft to overlook the Lido deck at the stern. The air
was very cold, and the night very dark, but clear, with just a sliver
of a moon low on the horizon. About a quarter of a mile away was
the Azamara Journey, with her lights all gleaming, looking just
like a large ship model. From aft came the sounds of hymn singing
from the wreath service where the poor souls who had perished
at the spot 100 years ago. Reverend Hew Musford was officiating
and Commodore Warwick was assisting. Over the fantail flew an
enormous White Star house flag. A towering Welshman, who, it
is said, is the alleged natural son of Luciano Pavarotti (and to all
appearances this seemed to be quite obvious) sang the hymn to the
accompaniment of the ship’s orchestra. All the passengers, many
in period garb,
were silent and
respectful. As I
watched
them
throw the wreath
over the stern,
there was not a
dry eye to be seen
anywhere, and I
must admit that
I was misted up
like the rest.

Mixing actual rust from the Titanic wreck into his paint for the waterline

After church on
the following day, Sunday 15 April, we all met by the painting in
the Atrium, the Commodore carrying the Titanic rock in a special
box. I got out my red oxide, poured some in a cup, and with a
photographer in attendance; we scraped some rust off the rock and
mixed it up with the paint. I grabbed my paintbrush and dabbed
it on the waterline in the painting. The numerous bystanders
witnessing the deed burst into applause. The Commodore picked
up his laptop (everyone seems to have brought their laptop
but us!) and composed a draft of a certificate to accompany the
painting. We all gathered to put in our own two cents. Presently
Ken M. arrived on the scene and, grabbing the finalized version,
brought it up to his magical cabin and printed it. We never learned
how Ken and Carol managed it, but they had everything anyone
could possibly need in that cabin hidden away somewhere, with,
they jokingly added, their dog Spot. At one point Ken was even
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able to produce, upon noticing the need, the fixer of all ills, duct
tape. We obtained a good frame from the photographers shop,
the Commodore and I signed it, and the Commodore went off to
locate Captain Bamberg for his signature as well.

We all took off for lunch, Tina and I began to relax a little more,
our primary objective having been accomplished, and apparently
a hit at that. There would be a silent auction on the final day of
the voyage, and a large share of the proceeds would go to the
Seafarer’s Mission.
The following day the weather was clear as we neared the coast
of Nova Scotia, passing through occasional patches of fog. After
a walk on deck in fine weather, the best so far, I took elevator up
to the observation bar above the bridge where there was a grand
piano. The cruise director had told me early on that I could play
it any time it was unoccupied, an offer I couldn’t refuse. There
was someone however, very good, practicing on it, so I went away.
Around 4:30 we could make out the coastline, so we sent back up
to the observation bar to watch us come in to the port of Halifax.
To my delight, the piano was open, so I played Elton John’s Your
Song, plus another R & B song Show and Tell, which was well
received. I saw Tara Plumley at one of the tables. She was part of
Miles Morgan Travel Agency and we had become quite familiar
with each other over the duration of the voyage. As I waved and
walked over to her, I noticed that a passenger was apparently
reading her the riot act. As I approached, he saw me and began
boring into me in full dudgeon about my playing the last song
and not stopping when an announcement about which gangway
to use when departing the ship to the city was being made over
the loudspeaker. I stood in amazed silence as he threatened to
acquaint the head of the music department about my deplorable
infraction. He went on further that he would insure that I would
get a reprimand and stop in my salary from my supervisor. He
then turned on his heel and stormed off dramatically before I
could tell him that I had neither supervisor nor salary. I looked at
Tara, a little bewildered, but she smiled and said, “That was lovely,
Jim. Don’t worry about him.” Which was very kind.
We spent the evening in Halifax and in our exploration
Commodore Warwick pointed out a statue of Samuel Cunard
at the entrance of the port. Inscribed at the base of the statue, at
the top of the text, was Commodore Warwick’s name. He greatly
admired the famed shipping magnet and had been instrumental
in its construction. Tina was amused to find that the shoes on the
statue looked exactly like her dreaded travel shoes and put her
foot up next to the statue’s to prove as much.
The weather in the evening turned foggy and even colder so
we returned to the ship early. The next day was slightly better,
but still cold and foggy. We grabbed some famous Halifax fish
and chips at a local restaurant where I spent some time drawing
out how to build a puff tie for the manager, and then walked
the town, visiting various places, including most notably the
Maritime Museum and a wild and crazy multi-story Escher-esque
old bookstore. Towards the end of our day, we climbed our way
up to an old citadel at the top of the principal hill (where some
fool barked at me from a distance to get down from the edge of
the fort wall) before making our way back to the ship through a
maze of quaint streets inhabited by beautiful old churches. We got

underway at 5pm for New York.
On Wednesday 18 April I mostly sat by my painting in the
Atrium chatting with the passengers who were looking at my
painting and Ken’s model. I was also taking orders for a limited
edition of the new painting. At that time apparently a woman
approached Tina. She was disturbed over my What-If paintings.
“The Titanic”, she stated in a near angry tone, “never made it to
New York!” Tina responded “Yes, of course – did you read a copy of
the transcript sitting next to the painting – it explains everything”.
“Yes, I did.”, she harrumphed. “Not well thought out, is it?” and
stormed off, leaving everyone within hearing distance doing their
best to stifle their giggles.
Later in the day, the silent auction was held, the results to be
announced the next day in New York. We
went to bed wondering how well it would
do at the auction, and rather concerned as
silent auctions rarely do as well as standard
auctions. The ship arrived very early 5:30am
in the approaches to New York. We went on
deck when the ship was still 8 miles from the
Narrows. It is always interesting coming into
this great port and we observed it all with Plaque presented to Jim on
the completion of the painting
great interest. Many of the buildings that
existed in 1912 are still there and it was fun picking them out.
After the ship docked at the liner piers by the Intrepid Museum,
we went down to breakfast where we found out that the auction
of my painting went very well indeed. During the day, we carried
our painting to a photographer near Vestry Street and Washington
in order to capture it on disk and then we wandered looking at
the old buildings in Lower Manhattan. It was so good to see them
all still there and priceless. We arrived back to the ship with the
painting and turned it over to Miles Morgan for delivery to the
winner of the auction and spent our last night on the good old
Balmoral. The next morning there were many good byes to many
new friends, good to be back in the USA and homeward bound

From Our Readers
In Corpus Christi, our Art Museum of South Texas was
opened with Andy Warhol. For years we were pretty well
dictated by the New York pop scene. The museum had a
long term Director that seemed to have alienated themselves
to about 80% of the public. The director moved on and we
received a new one by the name of Joseph (Joe) Schenk. Well,
we became acquainted.
Now I want to tell you about the power of ASMA catalogues.
I got together all of the ASMA catalogues I could find and
invited Joe over to my studio. Joe came to the studio and could
see that the work in the catalogues was of great merit. Then
I popped the question, what do you think about bringing an
exhibit to Corpus Christi? His reply was, that would be great!
From there he and Charlie Robinson worked out the details.
For 38 years I had always hoped to one day have a painting
hang in that museum. When I was invited to take part in the
opening I was delighted. The day of the opening I walked into
the exhibit to see my painting hanging in the front to announce
the show; I was just overwhelmed! Why, I wasn't even a
Signature Member. I figured Fellow Kent Ullberg or Al Barnes
would have taken center stage. These men are incredible artists
and have a rap sheet that never ends. The museum had Kent
Ullberg do the opening speech about ASMA.
He has such elegance in speech and communication. I am
glad he did the honors. Then followed some words from both
Al Barnes and myself. Afterwards the Museum had them both
pose with me in front of my painting, Surfer's Delight.
The attendance for this show turned out to be one of the
best in the history of the museum.
Sincerely, GUY MORROW

Finished painting, "Titanic - The Last Sunset" • Acrylic on canvas

from a wonderful voyage and truly unforgettable experience. In
our home, on top of the piano, sits a photograph of our dinner
table on Balmoral with the six of us, 3 sitting, 3 standing, all
smiling. From time to time I stop by, pick it up, and smile.
Left to right: Al Barnes, Kent Ullberg and Guy Morrow
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Christine's Log Book - continued from Page 22

at the Haggin Museum in Stockton, CA which opens on
December 20, 2012. At present our National is in the Museum
of the Southwest in Midland, Texas. Entries at Knowlton
have been excellent so the show is a “GO”! I would like
to see more of this type of member generated exhibitions
at local galleries in the future. It is a whole new world for
ASMA members. If you have a local gallery commensurate
with the quality of our artists, discuss it with your Regional
Representative who will present the idea to our Exhibition
Committee for approval and most likely implementation.
Something else that the Board approved last year are virtual
juried member exhibitions on our web for members who
have not achieved Fellow or Signature status. However, and
this is a big however, we still have not had a member with
the technical skill necessary to produce this volunteer his or
her service in implementing this type of project.
On a side note, we are exceedingly grateful for those
skilled volunteers who have stepped up to help create our
“Naval War of 1812 Illustrated“ virtual history that appears
on the Navy’s Bicentennial Commemoration Web Site, www.
ourflagwasstillthere.org. If any of you are working on an
1812 painting project, please contact Mike Killelea with
details about what you are doing at art@killeleart.com. In
the summer NEWS, Mike has an article mentioning that
besides the virtual site, two museums have expressed an
interest in exhibiting members work in conjunction with
the celebrations, the Buffalo and Erie County Historical
Society and the Lake Champlain Maritime Museum. Patrick
O’Brien’s magnificent historical marine paintings lend
themselves perfectly to this project and as it turns out he was
involved in another one. My daughter recently presented
me with a copy of a beautifully illustrated historical book
produced for the Maryland Historic Trust, the Maryland
War of 1812 Bicentennial Commission, the National Park
Service and the Maryland Historical Society. She was part of
the working team responsible for the book, “In Full Glory
Reflected, Discovering the War of 1812 in the Chesapeake”. On
the cover is Patrick O’Brien’s painting described as follows
on the back cover, “On March 18, 1815, one of Baltimore’s
most successful privateers sails home from her last cruise
of the War of 1812. Chasseur, soon to be called the “Pride
of Baltimore” in honor of her exploits, is exchanging gun
salutes as she passes Fort McHenry.” The present day “Pride
of Baltimore II”, a replica of the original, has “Chasseur”
painted on her lifeboats.
Billy got an interesting article in the recent USMMA,
Kings Point newsletter. The Academy has just received a
new vessel for its’ training fleet, the MV Liberty Star which
will soon be renamed the Kings Pointer, in keeping with
Academy tradition. I am going to quote the 9/19/2012
Newsletter exactly here so all of you technical sailors reading
this can appreciate just what this is all about. “Before being
reassigned to the Academy, the vessel performed solid
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rocket booster recovery missions for NASA’s space shuttle
program. In addition to its two combined 2,900 horsepower
diesel engines, 7,500-pound deck crane, and double towing
winch, Liberty Star features controllable pitch propellers
and an auxiliary jet thruster, combined with modern joystick dynamic positioning capability.

Dynamic Positioning Capability allows the vessel to hold
its position with much greater accuracy-down to less than one
meter - as compared to conventional propulsion systems. And
because more and more contemporary vessels are equipped
with this capability, the MV Liberty Star offers midshipmen a
valuable training opportunity, the only Academy in the U.S.
to offer its students a ship with this capability.” I am happy
Kings Point now has this ship but deep inside I wish we were
still involved in an active space program. The U.S. has been
the leader seeking new frontiers for decades. I hate to see us
go backwards and lose our leadership in outer space. Think
of all the advances we have made for society and science
from our space program. What on earth are all of our brilliant
scientific minds going to do now? What will be the vehicle to
engage their collective genius? We have a budding engineer
in our family attending the University of Rochester in New
York. SHE is studying robotics! I guess there is hope for us!

Speaking of hope ---- Have you all sent in the ASMA
Questionnaire? It really isn’t an academic exploration. Thirty
year old organizations need new volunteers to stand beside
us old hands. ASMA has an amazing tradition of members
stepping forward when help is needed. This time we are
asking for a little help in advance so we can gradually train a
new generation to carry ASMA into the future. We especially
need you younger members who treat the web, I-Phones and
the latest digital innovations as new toys.

IMPORTANT
Beginning with the SPRING 2013 issue,
new copy deadlines will be in effect.
Publishing dates will remain the same.
ASMA News & Journal Deadlines

Winter - December 1st • Spring - March 1st
Summer - June 1st • Fall - September 1st
Please note: Since ASMA uses Bulk Mail, delivery will vary
with each post office. If you have time dated items, be sure
you allow for a 3 month delivery delay when submitting
dated material.

2013 ASMA SOUTH REGIONAL JURIED SHOW ANNOUNCED
ASMA, together with the Quinlan Visual Arts Center,
Gainesville, Georgia
Present

2013 ASMA South
Juried Exhibit Prospectus
for the exhibit titled

“Cruising Southern Waters”

be $21) by making a check out to ASMA with “ASMA
South Exhibit ” on the “For” line of your check, and mail
with your CD entry to Anne Brodie Hill at the address
above. Or pay on line on the ASMA web site in the “Make
Payments” section.

5. Notification of acceptance in the show will be emailed (or
sent via USPS mail only if no valid email is provided) in
the week of May 12, 2013. Upon notification of acceptance,
your work is committed. No substitutions will be accepted.
Judging for the show will be done by an ASMA jury,
consisting of an ASMA Fellow and Signature Members not
in the exhibit.
6. Due to the non-profit status of ASMA, artwork may not
be offered for sale or sold during a regional ASMA show.
Artist contact information will be available at the venue,
but work in the exhibit will not have a price tag. Anything
sold after or as a result of the show, would be a private
arrangement between the artist and any interested party.

1. The Quinlan Visual Arts Center will host the 2013 ASMA
South Juried Show, titled “Cruising Southern Waters.” The
exhibit will be open to the public from June 13, 2013 to
August 17, 2013. The exhibit will accommodate two and
three dimensional artwork. All current ASMA members in
good standing are eligible to submit artwork for this show.
Please see www.quinlanartscenter.org for information about
this prestigious non-profit community arts organization,
located 45 minutes north of Atlanta, GA.
2. Only gallery or museum quality framed original paintings
with a combined height & width no greater than 60”(not
including frame), scrimshaw and sculpture will be eligible.
This includes oils, watercolors, acrylics, pastels, drawings
and graphics (which comprises etchings, engravings,
serigraphy, and collages). Submitting artwork for an ASMA
exhibit is an affirmation that the artwork is original, doesn’t
infringe on any copyright, and that the digital image you
send is an accurate representation of your artwork. Images
of your work may be used for promotional purposes.
3. Digital images of 1 to 3 works may be submitted for
entry, starting on March 1, 2013, and must be received
by April 1, 2013. Images must be submitted as 300 dpi
JPEG images with the longest dimension 8”. Include the
following information with each: A. Artist name, B. title,
C. medium, D. size of work, E. 50 to 225 word description
of the work, F. value of the work. Also please include a
150 word biography for the exhibition flyer and brochure.
Copy images to a CD and mail to Anne Brodie Hill, 7720
Appaloosa Trail, Gainesville, GA 30506. Your CD must be
labeled carefully in magic marker with artist last and first
name - e.g. Smith, John.
4. Please pay the entry fee of $7.00 per entry (3 entries would

7. All artwork will be insured by the venue while in their
possession, but each artist must insure their work when in
transit to and from the venue.

8. Work accepted for inclusion in the show must be delivered
to the Quinlan Visual Arts Center the week of June 3-7,
2013, by hand or shipped. Each piece must be labeled on
the back with the artist’s name, address, phone number,
title, medium, size, and value. Work must be shipped
prepaid and insured, using only a carrier (UPS or FEDEX)
that provides door to door delivery. Attach prepaid return
shipping labels in an envelope to the back of each artwork.
The Quinlan Visual Arts Center will reuse your shipping
container to return your artwork, using the prepaid label
enclosed in the envelope. Artwork shipped in poor quality
containers that cannot be reused will not be accepted in the
show. Please do not use any Styrofoam peanuts - bubble
wrap works better! Please consider using Air Float shipping
containers (800-445-2580) www.airfloatsys.com - they are
expensive but reusable and very strong! When you call to
order, mention that you are a member of ASMA. They have
offered us discounts in the past! Mark shipping containers
“ASMA South Exhibit” and address to Quinlan Visual
Arts Center, 514 Green Street, Gainesville, GA 30501.
9. The opening reception will be held on Thursday, June 13,
2013, at the Quinlan Visual Arts Center from 5:30 to 7:00
PM.

10. Hand delivered artwork must be picked up after the close
of the exhibit during the week of August 19, 2013. Shipped
artwork will be shipped back to the artist based on the
prepaid return shipping label you supplied with your art.
11. Contact Anne Brodie Hill at 770-718-7586 or annebhill@
aol.com with any questions regarding this exhibit.
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Bob Averill loved history. As
an artist he got to indulge that
passion a good deal, and also
to share his impressions of it
with a wide spectrum of people.
But it wasn’t just people in his
hometown of Buffalo, NY that
got to enjoy what Bob loved. We
in ASMA also benefited from
his particular fascination with
sailing ships and wars and the
Great Lakes and all sorts of maritime and local history.
Running the Averill Art Gallery with his wife Lynn gave
Bob a unique perspective on the vibrant art world in
Buffalo, but it was his detailed and thoroughly researched
paintings that celebrated local lore and made western New
York’s history a focal point regionally and nationally. A 4’
X 12’ commissioned painting he did of the 1870’s Buffalo
waterfront covers the wall of a major restaurant near the
terminus of the Erie Canal, and he had just completed a
24” x 48” painting of the battle of Queenstown Heights, the
bloody first engagement on the Niagara Frontier during the
War of 1812. Bob’s paintings of warships engaged in that
conflict are legion and
have been part of many
ASMA national and
regional
exhibitions,
as well as being part
of ASMA’s new video
“The Naval War of
1812 Illustrated”. He
said he was moved by the grandeur and beauty of those
great sailing ships and the industrial revolution they
empowered. That certainly showed in his work where,
among many other examples, one of his paintings was used
on a ceramic War of 1812 commemorative centennial of the War of
1
Bi
plate. The plate was dedicated to his
memory at the opening reception for
a Bicentennial Art Exhibit at Buffalo’s
Naval Park. More than that, as an
ASMA East Regional Rep, Bob played
a major role organizing the 2010 ASMA
East Regional exhibit. The other side of
this careful researcher was the humor that bubbled quietly
from some inner spring in him. His wife and two grown
children will miss that as much as his devotion to them and
his art.
Bob was a Signature Member of ASMA and an ASMA
East Regional Representative.
ASMA and Buffalo will miss a fine marine artist and
contributor to our Society.
in
rat
eb
Cel

Captain Lester Jay Stone,
U.S. Navy (Ret.), passed away
peacefully on July 10, 2012, in
Chambersburg, with his family by
his side.
Lester was born on July 8, 1911,
in Washington State. He spent his
early years in the West developing
an interest in colors; drawing and
painting that would serve him in
his later life. Stone was admitted
to the United States Naval Academy as a midshipman,
graduating in 1934. He earned his naval aviator "wings"
three years later.
Stone witnessed the U.S.S. Shaw explode during the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and conversely, he witnessed
the Japanese surrender at Kyushu. He later commanded the
Naval Air Facility at Opama to help the Japanese rebuild
their Air Force. He was awarded The Order of the Sacred
Treasure by the Emperor of Japan; an honor rarely afforded
a foreigner.
As the Executive Officer of the carrier Sicily, he saw action
in the Korean War. Stone was decorated with the Bronze Star.
Upon retirement, Stone returned to his early interest
in art. He studied under the
renowned Italian sculptor Oscar
Gallo, at the Academia Delle Belle
Arti, Florence, Italy. He then spent
considerable time in Marbella,
Spain, where he concentrated on
portraits and local scenes. Some of his finest work evolved
from this period. Among the countless high points of his
career as an artist are: first, the acceptance by the Japanese
Watercolor Society of his painting of a Japanese shrine on
Eno Shima, a small island. It was the first painting by a
foreigner ever selected by the Society; and, second, a portrait
of the Shah of Iran commissioned by his first cousin, Khosro
Afshar.
Stone's paintings are in many private, public and
corporate collections, including the permanent collections of
the United States Capitol Rotunda, the United States Naval
Academy, and the United States Department of Defense.
Lester was an Honorary Member of
the American Society of Marine Artists,
a member of Salmagundi Club and
National Arts Club in New York, West
Coast Watercolor Society, Baltimore
Watercolor Society, and the Maryland
Federation of Art.

Robert Averill
1955 - 2012
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Capt. Lester J Stone
1911 - 2012

In The Artist’s

Studio

See where our members create their finest work!

John Barber
Fellow, ASMA

For most of my career I painted in a wonderful 900 square
foot studio, custom built, over an expanded two-car garage in
our Richmond, Virginia home. The room was under the same
roof as our dwelling but intentionally
made difficult to access since one would
be forced to go down stairs from our
kitchen, walk through our poolroom and
up another set of stairs to the studio. This
would limit the number of interruptions
from the family. Walls between the
residence and studio were sound proofed
so that I would not disturb them and vice
John Barber
versa. During this time I also had a small,
dedicated studio in our bayside home in Deltaville, Virginia.
Of course I’d paint in the field as well as aboard my Grand
Banks trawler.
During those years I discovered the rub. When your studio
is within your dwelling it’s hard to ever get away from work.
Being a husband, father but having the continual tug back to
the easel this can be a major distraction to family life.
A few years ago, with our adult sons on their on, my wife
Kathy and I decided to simplify our lives by buying a “care

Studio vew upon entering

free” type condominium. Due to the size of this residence and
my burgeoning collection of artifacts and files, this would
necessitate that I lease a commercial space away from our new
home. I now find this more to my liking as it separates my day
into the major segments of being “at work” and “not at work”.
Even though I’m semi-retired, having sold my print publishing
and distribution business after 26 years and 133 editions, I
still keep regular hours in my studio. I prefer the structure of
keeping a somewhat regular schedule and then coming home

The easel, file and storage space

at the end of the day to refocus my attention on family and
other matters. In addition, Kathy would not take kindly to my
being “under foot” around the
house daily.
Today my studio is about
600 sq ft, well lighted with a
sitting area for visitors and
a work/storage space for
myself. I use a large drafting
table with the top being made
almost vertical as my easel.
The surface is painted neutral
grey so as to not affect the color
of my painting. Hanging over
the easel is a florescent fixture
with four GE Chroma 50 bulbs.
These bulbs have a kelvin
temperature of 5000 degrees
that simulates “daylight on a
View to the exit
cloudy day”. Painting during
day or night, the intensity and color of the light remains
constant.
My paints, medium and cleaner are Gamblin products. I
use a limited palette of colors:
Titanium White, Cadmium
Red Light, Cadmium Lemon,
Ultramarine Blue and Alizarin
Permanent. Once the painting
is finished I hang it from a
nail atop my drawing board
easel and photograph it using
a digital Nikon D90. Photo
lights are Halogen 3,200 kelvin
with reflective umbrellas with
the camera adjusted to that
color temperature.
Visit my website:
johnbarberart.com
John at his easel
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2011-2013
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all members for $16.95 ea.
(Members with work in the exhibition: $10.00 ea).
Send a check or money order (Drawn on a US Bank Account) for $16.95 or
$10.00, if applicable, per catalog, plus Shipping and Handling (see below), payable to
ASMA along with your name, shipping address and phone number.
9/9/11 11:2
7 AM

Members Appearing in Catalog
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ASMA Member Discount Price
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O
Each

95*
Each

*1 to 2 add $4.95; 3 -10 add $10.95; 10 or more request quote
Canada: 1 to 2 add $11.95; 3 or more request quote
International: 1 to 2 add $13.95; 3 or more request quote

o Please send __________copy(s) of the ASMA National Exhibition Color Catalog. Enclosed is my
check/MO for _____________which includes_____________shipping and handling costs.
( o I am an Exhibiting Member )
*Delivery by Priority Mail

2 Please note: Retail Price is $21.95 for Non-Members, + S&H.

Name..............................................................................
Address..........................................................................

Please make checks payable to
"ASMA"

City............................................... State..... ...Zip..............

and mail with this form to:

Phone.............................................................................
E-Mail..............................................................................

ASMA 15th National
Color Catalog
PO Box 247 • Smithfield, VA 23430
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